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Mark your calendars for IamDJStaxx's
Upcoming EP, 'Lost Talent 3.'
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(Los Angeles, CA) May 27th, 2022 - NY emcee IamDJStaxx continues to capitalize on the

momentum he has built as he is primed to release the third and final chapter of the Lost Talent

Series, Lost Talent 3, on June 1st. After releasing the first chapter in 2018 and the second one

in 2019, he is now all set to offer the new fully-loaded EP. This 16-minute hip-hop production

will be released via UpNexx Digital LLC, where IamDJStaxx will be seen joining forces with hot

new talents on the rise, Rah Dior and WaveGodTj. 

Displaying IamDJStaxx's signature rap flow and energetic style of music, Lost Talent 3

promises the best of the genre. It is also another step by Rah Dior and WaveGodTj to

strengthen their presence and build the fan base by exhibiting their unique sound and

irresistible music. Inspired by some of the most sought-after rappers of this generation, like

Juice WRLD and YoungBoy Never Broke Again, Lost Talent 3 features six bangers that are

sure to capture the listening senses of both the audience and influential tastemakers. A vibrant

production with a compelling mix of intricate wordplay, grit, and precise flow, it is poised to

make waves in the hip-hop industry. 

IamDJStaxx is also a songwriter and producer who is swiftly establishing himself in the hip-

hop industry and has built a substantial catalog of tracks since he stepped into the streaming

scene in 2017. Having diverse influences from 70s rhythm and blues vocal group The Spinners,

80s soul and R&B artist Anita Baker, to 90s pop and R&B hit artists Usher and Boyz II Men, it's

no surprise that IamDJStaxx has developed a musical and vocal sound which expands far

beyond the standard labels. 

'Lost Talent 3' will be available on all music platforms, including Spotify, starting June 1st.

Follow IamDJStaxx via his Twitter handle to get real-time updates. And check out his fellow

musicians Rah Dior and WaveGodTj to know more about their endeavors. 
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